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October 13, 2010

Robert W. Scully, P.E.,  Supervising Sanitary Engineer
Connecticut Department of Public Health
410 Capitol Ave. MS# 51SEW
P.O. Box 340308
Hartford, CT 06134-0308

RE: Proposed Revisions to Leaching System Rating Formula

Dear Mr. Scully,

We offer the following comments to the above referenced.

Review of CT DPH rating system for subsurface sewage apparatus

The Connecticut rating system for septic systems is being reviewed. As our product “Living

Filter” is greatly affected I wish to submit the following response.

The Living Filter product

Formcell introduced its Living Filter product more than 20 years ago. Its first commercial

installation took place 1991 almost 20 years ago. Living Filter employed a pioneering design

in septic systems. It was born out of experience from clogged septic systems and observations

in nature. In containers of water with vertical sides, be it a lake, river or man made construct,

deposits will take place on the bottom and practically nothing on the vertical sides. Adding for

the hydraulic pressure and permeable surrounding material, deposits will also occur on the

vertical sides but would still be far less than at the bottom. The same principle would most

certainly be applicable in a septic system.

Formcell has verified both in tests and in actual installations of Living Filter using vertical

areas to build up a bio-mat, that the speed of build-up is NOT equal on vertical and horizontal

interfaces. The LTAR critical level will be reached much earlier at the bottom interface and

rather uniformly over the surface. On the sidewalls the critical level will be reached gradually

from low to high. As a matter of fact, a system with a sealed bottom area would still be
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functional with permeable sidewalls. It would still benefit from material being deposited on

the bottom and thus the bio-mat on the sidewalls being thinner with greater permeability.

The gravity component is most likely the most important factor causing systems to be less

efficient and eventually fail. The gravity factor has practically no effect on the sidewalls. The

current rating system does not consider this at all.

The difference between bio-mat build-up on horizontal versus vertical surfaces should in itself

be grounds for an overhaul of the rating system from the ground up.

Competing interfaces / Biomats

Claims about competing interfaces, or bio-mat surfaces being to close, have emerged in

discussions about changes to the rating system. A result from this claim would be that

surfaces at an angle towards each other would be discounted considerably. The claim, of

unknown origin, seems to be born out of theory and has no basis in actual results from

installed systems. If applied, this rule would in effect render all installed Living

Filter systems severely undersized. Since these Living Filter systems have an excellent record with

no failures of properly installed systems, a rule that seems to single out a certain design

without grounds should not be implemented.

Living Filter obviously is the product that more than other products will be hurt by a

rule about competing biomats.  The most sensible action would be to investigate whether there

are any Living Filter installation failures due to proximity of biomats. Our own investigations

have shown no evidence of biomat formation beyond the space of the fabric

Paper not dissolving / disintegrating.

To benefit from the above mentioned effect of gravity on sidewalls vs bottom area, Living

Filter uses walls of biodegradable paper fiber as a temporary structure to hold material in

place. In the constantly wet conditions, this structure will after only a few weeks of use be

almost totally degraded and offers no restriction compared to the bio-mat. Several tests and

results from numerous installed systems show that this paper structure breaks down very

quickly. A test performed in 1991 shows that the cardboard used by Living Filter submerged

in waste water after 2 weeks was almost entirely consumed by microorganisms (App 1). What

scientific evidence is there that contradicts this and facts from numerous installations, that

warrants a reduced rating for utilizing a temporary biodegradable form in the interface?
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The claim that paper fiber does not degrade is simply totally confounding and must be

explained.

Fabric in the interface

In addition to using a biodegradable form in the interface, Living Filter uses fabric to promote

build-up of the bio-mat in the fabric and to separate materials so that a continuous membrane

can exist with controlled placement. The sheet of fabric will still let water through at a rate

much higher (approximately 10,000 times – See Appendix 1) than that of the bio-mat. If the

bio-mat fills its interstices, flow rate would certainly be no less than that of the bio-mat itself.

Lack of oxygen

Its been argued that lack of oxygen in the ground should reduce the allowed area for so called

“accordion fold systems”. Lack of oxygen has successfully been taken care in Living Filter

installations since the early nineties using Formcell’s Bioren system.

Conclusion

Living Filter is a pioneering design based on innovations that has proven workable in

numerous installations in CT. Further underlining its good design, is that some of its features

have been copied by competitors. There are good reasons for the Connecticut Department of

Public Health (CT DPH) to be conservative in granting permissions, but it must at the same

time make judgements that are based on scientific evidence and facts and in particular they

should be based on actual results from installed systems.

I urge the CT DPH to consider the following:

- Gravity causes bio-mats to be much thicker on the bottom area as opposed to the sidewalls.

This factor should be taken into account in rating different systems with factors set

accordingly.

- The competing biomats effect is a theory that has no ground in real life experience in

particular in light of differences in the build-up of bio-mats on vertical and horizontal

surfaces respectively.

- The paper fiber temporary form is securing the integrity of the shape of the sidewalls. It

will decompose just as any paper product does and will after a few weeks be practically

gone. The effect on the flow is negligible and should not be a factor in rating systems.
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- Tests and experience from Living Filter installations shows that fabric in the interface is no restriction

      to the flow of water through the bio-mat and should not affect the rating.

- All in all the benefits of leaching through a vertical surface has been proven since long ago

and should be reflected in the way ELU-credits are calculated.

Hampden Oct 13, 2010

Best regards

Kjell E Berg

Living Filter
16 Andrew Circle

Hampden, MA, 01036

Encl.:

Appendix 1








